
REVIEW HOW TO KILL CREATIVITY

When I consider all the organizations I have studied and worked with over the past 22 years, there can be no doubt:
creativity gets killed much more often than it .

In fact, it shows that there are two types of motivationâ€”extrinsic and intrinsic, the latter being far more
essential for creativity. But management acted as if everything were business as usual, providing no
recognition or reward to the team. Finally, politicking also undermines expertise. The same principle works
for money: just the right amount can yield surprising results but after that, pouring more into the project
damages it. Then they must strike a compromise. He confided that although he felt that the opportunities for
advancement and ultimate visibility may have been greater at National, he believed his work and his ideas
would be valued more highly somewhere else. One organization, which collaboration support all three
components of cre- I will call Chemical Central Research, seemed to be ativity. In either main stable for a
meaningful period of time. Harv Bus Rev. They stead of searching for reasons to explore it further. G is
beginning tbe number of its product innovations decline sig- to expand both the size and the scope of its CNV
nificantly. The way managers formed teams, communicated with them, and supported their work enabled them
to establish an organization in which creativity was continually stimulated. Because when teams comprise
people with faces a serious problem and desperately needs a so- various intellectual foundations and
approaches to lution-such as an AIDS vaccine. Additionally Dr. People can feel used, or at the least under- At
the end of each project, and at several points appreciated, for their creative efforts. Through its actions,
management had too often sent the message that any big ideas about how to change the status quo would be
carefully scrutinized. That is not to say that man- surveys. The scientist articulated what we call the Intrinsic
Motivation can bave outstanding educational credentials and Principle of Creativity: people will be most
creative a great facility in generating new perspectives to old when they feel motivated primarily by the
interest, problems. Nicholson, N. We bave used considerably by even subtle changes in an organiza- three
methodologies: experiments, interviews, and tion's environment. They were routinely critical of new
suggestions. He wondered why he should have it, and what they would need from the team to bother talking
about new ideas when each one was support them effectively. In fact, if he is in a real riosity. The rote solution
probably tbe game" clause inserted into his contract; be won't move the business forward. Below that
threshold, however, a restriction of resources can dampen creativity. Not dated.


